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Aggregates by Grain Boundary Cavitation
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Delft University of Technology
Lab. for Engineering Mechanics
P.O. Box 5033, 2600 GA Delft
The Netherlands
ABSTRACT: In polycrystalline materials at elevated temperatures subjected to station-
ary loading, creep fracture occurs as a result of failure mechanisms on the size scale of
grains, namely the nucleation and diffusive growth of cavities until coalescence leads to
microcracks. In this paper, a polycrystalline aggregate is modelled by so-called Delaunay
elements associated with individual grain boundary facets, whose constitutive behaviour
represents dislocation creep inside the grains as well as the cavitation processes on the
associated grain facet. Free grain boundary sliding and the elastic deformation of the grain
material are also taken into account. Unit cells of polycrystalline aggregates containing
many grains are investigated, assuming regular hexagonal grains and allowing for cavita-
tion on all facets, possibly at different rates. The development of creep damage is
simulated numerically, starting from nearly no initial damage until an excessive number
of microcracked grain boundaries cause disintegration of the polycrystal. It is demon-
strated that continuous stress redistributions take place during the failure process, and that
nonuniformities in the nucleation activity can cause the formation of "zones" of stress at-
tenuation, where the grain boundaries damage and microcrack relatively quickly, sepa-
rated by "shielded" regions. As a result of this, it is found that the orientation of the first
microcracks is perpendicular to the macroscopic largest principal tensile stress, as ex-
pected, but that the orientation of the microcrack pattern is not necessarily in the same
direction.
1. INTRODUCTION
HE PRACTICE OF engineering materials at elevated temperatures shows that,T after years of stationary loading with low rates of deformation, so-called
creep rupture may occur quite suddenly. It is observed that this failure mode is
mostly intergranular, with the fracture surface showing a more or less uniform
coverage of small dimples on the grain surfaces. These dimples are the remnants
of cavities that have nucleated and grown on the grain boundaries (Cocks and
Ashby, 1982).
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Over the last few decades, investigations into the cause of creep rupture have
been carried out experimentally as well as theoretically. It has been established
that creep rupture is governed by three complex processes on a microscopic
scale: 1) dislocation creep inside the grains, 2) nucleation and growth of cavities
on the grain boundaries, and 3) grain boundary sliding. Driven by local creep
and diffusion processes, grain boundary cavities grow until they are so large that
neighbouring cavities coalesce and a microcrack is initiated. If enough grain
boundaries have microcracked completely, they can link up with each other to
cause macroscopic failure.
It is well-established now that the cavities grow by the diffusive motion of mat-
ter as well as by plastic creep flow (Needleman and Rice, 1980; Argon, 1982).
At any given temperature, cavity growth by diffusion is dominant at relatively low
stresses, whereas at high stresses the growth contribution by creep is most impor-
tant. The first model that described the growth of a single cavity is due to Hull
and Rimmer (1959). They assumed that cavities grow entirely by diffusion, and
that the grains are rigid. Needleman and Rice (1980) pointed out that in certain
circumstances, creep inside the grains interacts with the diffusional process so as
to enhance the net void growth rate. Tvergaard (1984) gives analytical relations
that capture their results and those of Sham and Needleman (1983) for a wide
range of stress and temperature levels; these relationships will be the starting
point for the considerations in the present study.
In the investigations mentioned above, the growth of a single cavity is studied
under the assumption that the stresses &dquo;remote&dquo; relative to the cavity remain con-
stant. It had been noted by Dyson (1976) however, that these stresses in the
neighborhood of grain boundaries can deviate drastically from the applied,
macroscopic stresses in situations where grain boundary diffusion is much faster
than creep. But, in addition to this, it should be expected that these stresses do
not remain constant in time on each facet in a polycrystal, even if the applied
stress does remain constant. In practice, the grain boundary properties that
govern cavity nucleation and/or growth will not be equal, leading to different
rates of damage evolution on the participating grain boundaries. These variations
in damage rates can cause continuous stress redistributions inside a polycrystal-
line aggregate during the process in order to ensure accommodation of the
damage. In turn, these continuous stress redistributions should be expected to af-
fect damage evolution, so that the process of damage accumulation in a poly-
crystalline aggregate is in general a spatially and temporally complex process
which spans a range of length scales, from that of individual cavities up to the
scale of a statistically large aggregate of grains.
The most recent advance in such a direction is work done by Van der Giessen
and Tvergaard (1994a, 1994b), employing a multi-grain cell model analysis of a
planar polycrystal model. In particular, they investigated the influence of the in-
teraction between cavitating grain boundaries and the final linking up of micro-
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cracked facets in polycrystalline aggregates with different initial grain boundary
properties. Full field solutions are obtained numerically, but these analyses re-
quire a lot of computational time so that only cells with up to 30 grains are in-
vestigated. Along with confirming that the interactions are important, these stud-
ies also showed that the stress, and therefore the subsequent development of
cavitation along a grain boundary, are quite uniform if cavity growth is domi-
nated by diffusion and if stress-free grain boundary sliding can occur. In the pres-
ent paper, we exploit this observation and, for those conditions, propose a more
approximate approach to study creep failure in polycrystals through the nuclea-
tion and growth of cavities.
Following a brief recapitulation of the governing equations for creep and for
the nucleation and growth of cavities, we will describe a representation of planar
polycrystalline aggregates by means of so-called Delaunay elements. These ele-
ments are basically bar or truss elements, each of which represents an individual
grain boundary and inhibits its state of damage. The elements are attributed spe-
cial constitutive properties in order to account for cavitation, as well as for elastic
deformations and creep in the adjacent grains, albeit in an approximate manner.
This simple model allows for the simulation of the damage development in much
larger polycrystal samples than feasible with the detailed model of Van der
Giessen and Tvergaard (1994a, 1994b). The approach will be illustrated by unit
cell analyses with cells containing several hundred grains. In those simulations,
the polycrystal is assumed to comprise regular hexagonal grains, where cavitation
can in principle occur on every grain boundary facet; however, cavitation on
some facets can take place faster than on others. The ensuing nonuniform damage
development in terms of cavity nucleation and growth until coalescence is
simulated up to the point where a pattern of microcracks has developed that
causes failure of the polycrystalline aggregate.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The model to be presented is designed to apply to a polycrystalline metal sub-
jected to temperatures in excess of about half the melting temperature. The creep
strains are assumed to remain small, so that geometrical nonlinearities can be
neglected. The assumption is usually adequate for typical operating conditions in
high temperature components.
We consider a two-dimensional polycrystal model which is built up of regular
hexagonal grains, similar to the model used by Van der Giessen and Tvergaard
(1994a, 1994b). Imposing symmetries in the geometry as well as in the physical
properties of the microstructure of the material, we can confine attention to a unit
cell. The polycrystalline aggregate is taken to be subjected to macroscopic princi-
pal stresses E, and E2 under plain strain conditions. The boundaries of the unit
cell remain straight during the simulations in agreement with the symmetries im-
posed by the periodicity.
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Figure 1. The global coordinate system of a unit cell.
Two coordinate systems will be used. The global (X¡,X2) coordinate system
refers to the unit cell, as illustrated in Figure 1. A local coordinate system is intro-
duced at each grain boundary with ~1- and ~2-directions perpendicular and paral-
lel to the grain boundary, respectively. The cell size can be characterized by
m1 X m2 , where m, is the number of grains in the 1-direction and m2 is the
number of grains in the 2-direction. For example, the size of the unit cell in
Figure 1 is m, x m2 = 7 x 8.
The material in the grain is assumed to be homogeneous. In addition to the
elastic deformations, the grains deform also by power law creep as a representa-
tion of ideal or secondary creep. The creep rate generally depends on stress and
on temperature, but in our model the temperature is kept constant. The creep
strain-rate E ; is given by
where s,, is the stress deviator tensor, defined by s,, = U’J - <y~ 3.~/3, and C)
denotes differentiation with respect to time (summation over repeated indices im-
plied). The effective Mises stress is defined by a. = -B/3~J/2, and E is the
effective creep, which is assumed to be given by the Norton power law
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Here, Eo is a reference strain-rate parameter, Qo is a reference stress parameter
and n is the creep hardening exponent of the material. For a material subjected
to principal stress Ei and E2 under plane strain, and deforming solely by power
law creep according to Equations (1) and (2), the out-of-plane stress is E3 =
(E, + E2)/2 and the corresponding effective stress is E. = V3)Ei - 1~/2.
At sufficiently high temperatures, grains may slide relative to each other in a
viscous manner, governed by a viscosity which is small enough to effectively
relax the shear stress across grain boundaries (Ashby, 1972; Argon, 1982). In this
work it is assumed that the grain boundary sliding is completely shear stress free.
Studies of the macroscopic behaviour of polycrystals with free grain boundary
sliding and power law creep in grains have been carried out, for instance, by
Crossman and Ashby (1975) and Ghahremani (1980). They showed that the over-
all creep strain-rates outnumbered the creep strain-rates with no free grain
boundary sliding; i.e., free grain boundary sliding enhances the macroscopic
creep strain-rate. Crossman and Ashby (1975) suggested that a polycrystal with
freely sliding grain boundaries obeys an equation written in the same form as
Equation (2) but with an additional stress enhancement factor /*,
The value of f* depends only on n and has been tabulated for planar arrays of
hexagonal grains as in Figure 1 by Ghahremani (1980). Note that, strictly speak-
ing, Equation (3) relates to the overall macroscopic response, so that ice and a.
should be interpreted as the macroscopic creep rate and effective stress, respec-
tively. Stress and strain-rates inside grains are strongly nonuniform due to the
relaxation of shear stresses on their boundary. Nevertheless, the expression (3) is
expected to give a fair approximation for the relation between average creep
strain-rates and stresses over a grain.
The cavities on the grain boundaries are assumed to maintain a quasi-
equilibrium spherical-cap shape during growth. Let 2b be the spacing between
cavities and a the cavity radius (see Figure 2). Then the volume of a single cav-
ity is
where h(1/¡) is the cavity shape parameter, defined by h(1/¡) =
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Figure 2. Equally spaced cavities on a grain boundary.
[ (1 + cos1/;t1 - (cos~)/2]/sin~. The cavity tip angle will be taken ~ = 75 ° .
Thus, the growth rate of a cavity is
The average separation between two adjacent grains due to the presence of the
grain boundary cavities is 6 = VI(7rbl) (see Figure 3). The growth rate of the av-
erage separation is given by
A cavity on a grain boundary grows by diffusion as well as by dislocation creep
of the surrounding material. This has been studied numerically by Needleman
and Rice (1980) and Sham and Needleman (1983). The following expressions ap-
proximate their results. The volumetric growth rate by diffusion is
Here, Un is the average normal stress on the grain boundary, and D is the grain
Figure 3. The average separation between two adjacent grains due to cavities.
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boundary diffusion parameter defined by D = DB86SllkT, where DBBB is the
boundary diffusivity, f2 is the atomic volume and kT is the energy per atom
measure of temperature. The parameter f in Equation (7) is determined by
where the material parameter L, introduced by Rice (1979), is a stress and tem-
perature dependent length scale defined by
which accounts for the interaction between diffusion and creep. When b has a
sufficiently large value, L can be seen as the length over which diffusion occurs.
For alL < 0.1 approximately, the cavity growth rate by dislocation creep is
negligible as compared to the growth rate by diffusion. For all cases in this
report, we have used a value alL = 0.025 initially, and during most of the life
time a/L remains smaller than 0.1, so that the cavity growth is dominated by dif-
fusion. Henceforth, the volumetric growth by creep is neglected, so that
V = VI, As pointed out by Dyson (1976), cavity growth and the associated sep-
aration between grains need to be accommodated by creep of the surrounding
grains. For situations as stipulated above, where grain boundary diffusion is
much faster than creep, diffusive cavity growth tends to become constrained by
creep deformations. Consequently, load shedding away from cavitating grain
facets will occur during the fracture process. Creep constrained cavity growth
plays a dominant role in the growth stages of cavities; but, also during the micro-
crack linking-up stage creep constraint is an important concept.
To incorporate the continuous nucleation of new cavities in the present material
model, we use the following cavity nucleation relation, which was proposed by
Tvergaard (1985) on the basis of experimental observations of e.g. Argon (1982)
and Dyson (1983):
In this evolution equation, N is the number of cavities per unit area on the plane
of the grain boundary, and F~ is a nucleation parameter. When N reaches a satu-
ration value N-.., it is assumed that nucleation stops. The nucleation of new cavi-
ties of course affects the average cavity spacing. Since an area of ~rb2 of the grain
boundary is associated with each cavity, we may write N = 1/(~rb2) leading to
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Substitution of Equation (7) to Equation (9) into Equation (6) gives the average
separation rate ô in terms of the current damage state and the local stress state.
The distribution of cavities along the grain interfaces can be very nonuniform
(usually causing wedge cracks), or rather homogeneous. The distribution de-
pends on the material, on the stress level and on temperature. Ductile creep frac-
ture typically accompanies a nonuniform distribution of cavities, while a more
homogeneous distribution tends to cause brittle fracture (see, e.g., Van der
Giessen and Tvergaard, 1991, 1994a). As mentioned before, we focus here on
brittle fracture at elevated temperatures; accordingly, cavities are assumed to be
distributed uniformly over grain boundaries. Evidently, this is only possible
when also the stress is sufficiently uniform over the grain boundary. In accor-
dance with this, the magnitudes of grain boundary quantities like a, b and Un that
will be worked with for any grain boundary facet are averages over that facet.
When the cavities have grown to a sufficient size, coalescence will occur and
an open microcrack is formed. Since the distrihutinn of cavities over the grain in-
terface is taken to be uniform, coalescence of all cavities on a grain boundary
facet in our polycrystal model takes place when alb = 1. In reality this happens
only when the normal stress Q&dquo; is very small; when the normal stress Q&dquo; is higher,
a microcrack can already occur earlier by failure of the ligament between the cav-
ities due to ductile tearing or cleavage. Cocks and Ashby (1982) suggested that
coalescence could already occur when alb = 0.5. When the ratio a/b > 0.5, the
ratio alb grows very rapidly, even when the stresses are relatively low (e.g. Tver-
gaard, 1984). On the other hand, when the cavity growth process is constrained
by creep, the stress on such cavitating grain boundaries will decrease so much
that the stress distribution in the cell does not differ from that if those grain boun-
daries would have already cracked completely. Therefore, the actual critical value
of alb for coalescence has little effect on the final time to failure. Here, the value
alb = 0.8 is chosen as the coalescence criterion.
3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
For the analysis of the creep failure process in polycrystalline materials, we
shall make recourse to so-called Voronoi tessellations (Stoyan et al., 1985). As il-
lustrated in Figure 4, the geometric appearance of a Voronoi tessellation and the
grain structure of a polycrystalline aggregate is very similar. Assuming that grain
boundary facets are flat and that grains are convex, grains may be readily iden-
tified as the polygons of a Voronoi tessellation. For the actual analysis on the
basis of the constitutive relations of Section 2, it is convenient to make use of the
dual representation of a Voronoi tessellation: the so-called Delaunay triangula-
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Figure 4. (a) Polycrystalline material, (b) Voronoi tessellation.
tion, illustrated in Figure 5. The Delaunay triangulation can be constructed in a
unique way from the Voronoi tessellation, and vice versa. Each Voronoi edge, or
grain boundary, is perpendicular to the corresponding Delaunay element, and sit-
uated at the middle of the element. Such representations of polycrystalline ag-
gregates have been employed frequently in different applications; for instance,
Ostoja-Starzewski and Wang (1989) used such procedures to study the effective
elastic moduli of disordered materials, and Ostoja-Starzewski (1989) used it to in-
vestigate intergranular brittle cracking in random microstructures.
The use of the Delaunay network corresponding to a Voronoi tessellation in
order to analyze the creep rupture process relies on the assumptions laid down
Figure 5. Delaunay triangulation of a Voronoi tessellation.
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previously that the normal stress and cavitation state on a grain boundary facet
are approximately uniform. This prompts the idea to regard each Delaunay ele-
ment as a bar element corresponding to a single grain boundary facet, and to at-
tribute to it the cavitation state in terms of a, b and 6 on the facet as well as the
facet normal stress. The latter is then related to the ioad carried by the Delaunay
element, so that if this load is known at each stage of the process, the damage de-
velopment in the polycrystal can be simulated in terms of the Delaunay network.
Obviously, in order to be able to determine this stress state in the network, the
Delaunay element will have to account also for the elastic and creep deformations
in the grains adjacent to the corresponding grain boundary. Thus, a Delaunay ele-
ment is a bar with special constitutive properties that should account for elastic
and creep deformations of the grain material as well as for the grain boundary
separation due to cavity nucleation and growth. The actual formulation of our
Delaunay element for the planar polycrystal model material discussed in the pre-
vious section will now be discussed in detail.
As mentioned above, the Delaunay element that we will consider here is
basically a truss or bar element whose constitutive behaviour is specified such
that it behaves as much as possible conform the polycrystal model. Figure 6
Figure 6. Key modelling steps to a Delaunay element.
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Figure 7. Illustration of Ik , dk and 1>k of element nr k.
shews the key steps in the modelling. The Delaunay element is intended to repre-
sent a full grain boundary and parts of the adjacent grains. The Delaunay trian-
gulation is a truss in agreement with the assumption that grains can slide freely
against each other, so that the force in the bar is equal to the normal force acting
on the grain boundary. In case of a regular array of hexagonal grains, the nodes
of the Delaunay network coincide with the centers of the grains; when the grain
shape deviates from this idealized shape, however, the nodes generally do not
coincide with the centers. As discussed by Ostoja-Starzewski and Wang (1990),
it is convenient to use a slightly modified Delaunay network where the nodes are
taken to coincide with the centers of the grains, but where the elements cease to
stand perpendicular to the grain boundary facet (see Figure 7). As a conse-
quence, the load in the elements of such a mechanical Delaunay network intro-
duces a shear stress on the associated boundary facet, which is in contradistinc-
tion with our assumption of free grain boundary sliding. However, if the
deviations from the hexagonal shape remain sufficiently small, this fictitious
shear stress is negligible, and in any case it is neglected in our modelling. Hence
with Figure 7, it is seen that the normal stress Un on grain boundary k is obtained
from the force per unit thickness a,, (or generalized stress) in the associated kth
element by
where dk is the width of grain boundary k, and 0,, is the angle between the ele-
ment normal and the grain boundary (when the element is perpendicular to the
grain boundary, COScJ>k = 1).
The stress state within each grain is in general multiaxial and nonuniform, but
the nonuniformity of the stress state is inherently beyond the scope of the present
modelling, as mentioned already before. Assuming uniformity within each grain,
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the multiaxial stress state in each grain is determined by the generalized stress in
the Delaunay elements associated with its grain boundary facets; Ostoja-
Starzewski (1987, 1989) discusses a procedure to actually compute the stress state.
Although such a procedure would fit in the present modelling, it has an important
drawback, namely that the creep deformations in each Delaunay element not only
depend on its own generalized stress but also on that in all adjacent elements. In
order to circumvent this, we simply assume that the stress state in that part of the
grain associated with the Delaunay element under consideration (see Figure 6) is
uniaxial and immediately determined from the generalized stress in the element.
So, with reference to Figure 7, the grain stress Q in the grain associated with ele-
ment k is taken to be given by
Note that in the absence of any cavitation, this approach introduces a physically
unrealistic feature: when the applied stress E, equals E2, the grain material in a
Delaunay element will creep, although this applied stress state corresponds to a
pure hydrostatic stress and creep should not occur. However, for the present pur-
poses and in view of the range of creep deformations under consideration (see
Section 2), ihe grain boundary behaviour is most important for the intergranular
fracture process, and we will accept this error in the creep modelling; to get some
insight into the approximations involved, we shall present a comparison with
detailed full field solutions by Van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1994a, 1994b) in
Section 4.1.
The generalized deformation of a Delaunay element is its elongation. This
elongation is caused by elastic deformation and creep of the adjacent grains, and
by the nucleation and growth of cavities on the grain boundary. With the general
relations (1) to (10), the elongation of a Delaunay element can be expressed in
terms of its loading, geometry and damage conditions on the grain boundary.
Recalling that the polycrystal is taken to be loaded in plain strain, the elastic
elongation Olk of a Delaunay element (see Figure 7) is given by
where lk is the length of the element, E is Young’s modulus and v is Poisson’s
ratio. With the decomposition Al, = Olk + Ali of the total elongation into elas-
tic and inelastic parts, relation (13) is rewritten in the convenient rate form
From the moment on that the grain boundary is microcracked, it cannot transmit
any load. This is realized by putting the stiffness of the Delaunay element Sk to
zero.
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With the relations (1) and.(3), it is easily seen that the elongation rate of the ele-
ment by power law creep l1lr under plane strain uniaxial stress Q is given by
Evidently, even in the absence of cavitation, the tensile stress a differs from the
macroscopic stress due to free grain boundary sliding. In the Delaunay network
model, this difference is determined purely by the grain boundary facet dimen-
sions. In order to get the proper macroscopic creep strain-rates, a geometrical
factor g* is introduced such that g* Q approximates the effective stress inside a
grain, ue, to be substituted into Equation (3).
The elongation rate of the element due to cavity growth and nucleation in the
grain boundary is determined by the average rate of separation i between adja-
cent grains,
according to Equation (6). The effective stress to be used in (8) is approximated
by Qe = V3j<yj/2, corresponding to plane-strain uniaxial creep. The total in-
elastic rate of elongation of Delaunay element k is the sum of the contributions
by creep and by cavitation along the axis of the element, i.e.
here proper account has to be taken when the grain boundary coincides with a
unit cell boundary.
The time evolution is solved by an explicit linear incremental method, using
time steps At. The increment Aq of a quantity q during the time step is Aq =
4At, and is subsequently used to update the value at the end of the time step by
q( t + At) = q( t) + Aq. However, to improve the numerical stability, a for-
ward gradient scheme originally proposed by Pierce et al. (1984) is applied for in-
tegration of the constitutive equations for the inelastic elongation rate. This
scheme was applied to power law creep by Tvergaard (1984) and to the grain
boundary cavity growth relations by Van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1991). The
idea is to introduce into the constitutive equation an estimated strain-rate as a
linear interpolation between the values at time t and t + At: Olk = (1 - 0)
x Ali<’> + 6~1k~ r+’°’ . With the observation that Olk is governed predominantly
by the stress u~ , we then apply a Taylor series expansion to estimate Olk~t+o‘’ as
Olkc·+~‘’ = pjkc‘’ + (3A~/3~)~A~. Combining both expressions leads to
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which is to be substituted into the constitutive Equation (14). Written out for a
single Delaunay element, we get
Note that the improved stiffness St is dependent on 0 and the time step At. All
computations in this report are carried out with a value of 9 = 0.9.
Because of symmetry, the edges of a unit cell have to remain straight through-
out the process. As a consequence of cavitation and possibly microcracking, the
stresses along the cell edges will be nonuniform and will vary in time. Since we
want to consider cases where the applied macroscopic stresses are constant in
time, the average normal stress on each of the cell edges must remain constant.
This is accomplished by applying uniform displacement rate boundary conditions
in the direction normal to the cell edges, while zero tractions are prescribed
tangential to the cell edges. The value of the boundary velocities is determined by
a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, which is discussed in detail in the Appendix.
Due to variation in cavitation rates or the development of cracks, and the ac-
companying stress redistributions, some tacets may become subjected to com-
pressive stress. The cavities there can be sinter closed. For numerical conve-
nience, cavities are considered to have closed completely when they have reached
a minimum size am which is taken here as a constant small value.
As mentioned before, grain boundary facets that are perpendicular to the
macroscopic principal tensile stress are the most prone to cavitation. Therefore,
microcracks will develop most rapidly on such transverse facets. As pointed out
by Rice (1981), a planar array of freely sliding grains as shown in Figure 1 imme-
diately falls apart when all transverse facets have microcracked. In fact, failure
does not need to await such a damage state but only requires a &dquo;string&dquo; of trans-
verse microcracks running through the unit cell, such that the material on either
sides of this percolation immediately separates due to the free sliding. Notice,
however, that not every percolation of transverse microcracks satisfies this condi-
tion of sliding off.
4. RESULTS
The power of the Delaunay network-type modelling is its simplicity and com-
pactness. Compared to the much more detailed analyses carried out very recently
by Van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1994a, 1994b), very large unit cells can be
simulated with reasonably small demands on computing time. Cells containing
up to 1200 grains have been analyzed, each run requiring up to about 4 CPU
hours on a Sparc station 1. Many studies may be performed within a reasonably
small amount of time, but here, we shall report results for some selected cases,
mainly to illustrate the accuracy of the Delaunay network model and to demon-
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Figure 8. Quarter of unit cell with only one cavitating facet, analyzed to compare creep
results with the detailed FE model of Van der Giessen en Tvergaard (1994a).
strate the potential capabilities of this kind of model to study various aspects of
creep rupture.
In this section, we present some results for the simulated damage evolution
within unit cells up consisting of regular hexagonal grains, the most simple repre-
sentation of a planar polycrystal. It is noted that in this case all Delaunay ele-
ments are perpendicular to their grain boundaries, so that no spurious shear
stresses are present. Within the unit cell we assume that there are two axes of
symmetry concerning both geometry and material properties (e.g., see Figure 8),
so that only a quarter of the unit cell has to be analyzed. In principle, any grain
boundary facet may cavitate in the course of the process, but some are allowed
to cavitate faster than others.
All cases to be presented are analyzed with the following material parameters.
The creep exponent n = 5, the reference creep stress parameter
ao/E = 1.0 x 10-3 and Poisson’s ratio v = 0.33. For the time scale of the creep
process, a reference time t, is used, defined by t, = E,I(Eie), where E. is the
macroscopic effective stress and ile is the associated creep strain-rate according
to (2). Although the stress states considered may be different, the macroscopic
effective stress in all cases to be presented has the same value,
Ee/E = 0.5 x 10-3, so that the reference times for all cases are identical. The
diffusion parameter D is determined so that the length parameter L based on the
macroscopic creep strain rates is given by (alL), = 0.025 relative to the initial
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cavity radius a, ; this value ensures that cavity growth is dominated by diffusion.
The minimum cavity size am to be used in compressive regions, is taken to be 10-1
al. Various values of the nucleation parameter F~ will be considered, ranging
from Frt = 0 (no nucleation) to Fn = ION,, where N, is the initial density
N, = 1/( 7rbJ). The initial cavity density can also be specified by the ratio of the
initial spacing b, to the half-width R = d/2 of a grain boundary facet.
There are two more parameters in the model associated with creep that need to
be specified, f * and g~ Concerning the parameter gt consider a hexagonal array
of freely sliding hexagonal grains without any cavitation, subjected to uniaxial
tension (E, = 0). It is immediately concluded from equilibrium considerations
that on the transverse grain boundary facets the normal stress Qn = 1.5E, (cf.
Rice, 1981). Based on this observation, we take for the geometrical factor g* in
(15) a value g* = 1/1.5, so that the macroscopic creep strain-rate is in accordance
with Equation (3). The stress enhancement factor f * in Equation (3) is in princi-
ple found from the analyses by Ghahremani (1980), giving f * = 1.19 for n = 5.
However, we shall not use exactly this value but, rather fine-turn its value in Sec-
tion 4.1 to get optimal agreement with known accurate solutions for cavity
growth in polycrystals with free sliding
Subsequently, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we present some results for large cells
with various microstructures in terms of distributions of nucleation rates over the
grain boundary facets.
4.1 Calibration and Comparison with Full Field Solutions
To determine an adequate value for f * for the present Delaunay model,
we compare results of our analysis of a unit cell for various values of f*
with a detailed, full field analysis by van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1992) for a
5 x 6 unit cell subjected to uniaxial tension with E 1 /E = (1/V3) x 10-3 (and
E2 = 0). Since creep constrained cavity growth is expected to play a central role
in our failure computations for (alL), = 0.025, we calibrate f * for a case where
cavity growth is inevitably constrained by creep: only the central grain boundary
of the unit cell is taken to have cavity growth, as shown in Figure 8. On the cen-
tral grain boundary, the initial cavity radius is taken to be (alb), = 0.1, while the
density is specified as bllR, and there is no nucleation of new cavities (Fn = 0).
The results of the evolution of the ratio alb on the central grain boundary facet
for different values off* are presented in Figure 9. Also shown is the damage evo-
lution at the center of that facet obtained from an analysis with the detailed model
of Van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1994a). We note here that they found that dam-
age was indeed practically uniform over the facet, thus confirming the presump-
tion made in the present model. For f* = 1.4 we obtain the best overall agree-
ment of the damage evolution in comparison with the detailed analysis, so we
have chosen this value to be used for further analysis.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the simulations for various values of f * with detailed FE analysis.
Clearly, the Delaunay network model involves various approximations, many
of which relate to the assumption that creep deformations are slow as compared
to the boundary diffusion. The latter conditions are met by the values of the
material parameters mentioned above, but the final error in the computed times
to failure are not easily established. In order to gain some insight in the accuracy
that is obtained with the present model, we compare our results for a 5 x 6 unit
cell subjected to uniaxial tension E1/E = (1/V3) x 10-3 with a detailed analysis
of the same problem given by Van der Giessen and Tvergaard (1994b). The par-
ticular problem is one where initially there is a microcrack at the central facet of
the unit cell, while all other grain boundaries have only a low initial cavity den-
sity, specified by bllR = 1, with cavities being very small, (alb), = 0.01. Cavity
nucleation is taken to be governed by F,, = 100N, . The time to failure according
to the detailed analysis tlt, = 11.3, while the present analysis gives tlt, = 10.3.
It should be mentioned here, though, that the accuracy of the predicted times
to failure is rather sensitive to the applied macroscopic stress state. As mentioned
before, the Delaunay network model suffers from a spurious dependence of over-
all creep rates on the macroscopic stress triaxiality. Since cavity nucleation and
growth will in general be constrained by creep deformations, the rate of damage
accumulation will also be affected by the applied triaxiality. Henceforth, for
stress states other than uniaxial tension, the ultimate times to failure are not
expected to be very accurate; the process of microcracking and microcrack
linking-up, however, can be described quite adequately in comparison with Van
der Giessen and Tvergaard (1994b), as will be demonstrated in the next sections.
4.2 Failure Development from an Initial Imperfection
As an illustration of the potential of the Delaunay network modelling, we con-
sider a much larger cell with ml x m2 = 21 x 22. On all grain boundaries
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continuous cavity nucleation is accounted for at a rate governed by F~ = 100N, ,
except for the central grain boundary of the unit cell, which has a ten times
higher nucleation activity, Fn = IOOON,. The initial damage ratio is (alb)1 =
0.01 while b,/R = 1. The unit cell is subjected here to a biaxial stress state:
E1/E = (2/V3) x 10-3 and E2/E1 = 0.5. Figure 10 shows the Voronoi tessella-
tion and the Delaunay triangulation of the quarter unit cell, with the central grain
boundary in the lower left-hand corner. As expected, damage develops most rap-
idly on the central grain boundary perpendicular to the largest macroscopic prin-
cipal stress; a microcrack appears at tlt, = 0.45. Due to this rapid damage pro-
cess, a redistribution of stress inside the unit cell occurs, so as to accelerate
cavitation on some other facets. It appears that the increased stress levels tends
to concentrate in a band emanating from the microcracked facet and inclined with
the x2-plane normal to the macroscopic principal stress.
The evolution of damage in the aggregate at different stages is visualized in
Figure 11 by drawing the grain boundary facet with a line style dependent on the
current value of the damage parameter alb. The distribution of damage at
tlt, = 0.6 is shown in Figure 11(b). It is seen that the zone of higher stresses pen-
etrates into the neighbouring unit cell. and of course vice versa. In Figure 11(h)
Figure 10. Voronoi tessellation and Delaunay triangulation of geometrically regular unit cell
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Figure 11. The evolution of the damage parameter a/b within the quarter of a 21 x 22 unit
cell with the central grain boundary having a higher nucleation activity. In (a) at tltr = 0.45
this facet has microcracked. Progressive failure development is shown in (b) tltr = 0.60, (c)
us, = 1.11, and (d) us, = 1.159 with final failure of the aggregate in (e) t/t, = 1.161.
the stress zones of four unit cells come together in the upper left-hand comer. In-
side the stress zone, grain boundaries cavitate faster than outside. Since the asso-
ciated inelastic deformations have to be accommodated by the surrounding
grains, the enhanced cavitation in these zones then tend to constrain cavitation in
the regions between them. Thus, microcracking gives rise to a shielding effect in
a rather wide zone above and below the microcrack.
The second grain boundary that microcracks is the transverse facet adjacent to
the central microcrack. Within a time span of only tlt, = 0.01, the next micro-
crack appears on the neighbouring transverse facet [see Figure 11(c) ] . Now the
three cracked grain boundaries in the quarter unit cell nearly double the stress on
the grain boundary next to the crack front, where due to the strongly nonlinear
constitutive relations, cavitation progresses so quickly that coalescence occurs
almost instantaneously. At the resulting facet stress levels (exceeding 3E1), the
cavitation strain-rates outnumber the creep strain-rates, so that the relaxation of
the stress peak in front of the crack pattern will almost completely come from
cavitation. By the time the stress peak due to previously cracked grain boundaries
is relaxed, the facet itself has already cracked. Thus, microcrack propagation ap-
pears to be unstable and proceeds to a complete percolation almost instan-
taneously [see Figure 11(d) ]. It is no surprise that the final crack pattern more or
less follows the afore-mentioned stress zone, so that failure in this periodic array
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of unit cells occurs along directions that are not perpendicular to the macroscopic
principal stress but that are inclined to that at an angle of about 30 ° .
As mentioned before, due to the periodic boundary conditions, a percolation of
transverse microcracks does not necessarily coincide with loss of integrity of the
Delaunay network. Indeed, Figure 11(e) depicts a stage at a fraction of time later,
showing the entrance of the microcrack pattern of the neighbouring unit cell.
Looking at the polycrystalline aggregate, we now observe an &dquo;X cross weave&dquo; pat-
tern of microcracks. It is of importance to recognize though that the crack pattern
does not follow the diagonal path between neighbouring first microcracks, as il-
lustrated in Figure 12. Final failure of the Delaunay network occurred at
tlt, = 1.16 as all grain boundary facets of the grain located in the top left-hand
corner of the quarter unit cell microcracked [see Figure 11(e)]. Although their
analyses reveal many more details of the failure process, the pattern of micro-
cracks leading to failure are quite similar to those found by Van der Giessen and
Tvergaard (1994b).
The cumulative failure time for grain boundary facets is plotted in Figure 13.
The form of the curve is typical for this type of cases, showing the rapid accelera-
tion of the failure process once two microcracks have appeared in a quarter cell
We have analyzed similar cases with other unit cell sizes but keeping the aspect
ratio of the cell close to unity; the material properties and initial conditions were
Figure 12. X-shaped patterns of microcracks developing from central cavitating micro-
cracks. The crack pattern does not follow the diagonal path between neighbouring first
microcracks.
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Figure 13. Number of microcracks in time within a quarter unit cell with the central grain
boundary having a higher nucleation activity (see Figure 11).
identical. The development of damage in time was nearly equal for most cell
sizes, and also the crack patterns were similar to those shown in Figure 11. For
a few selected cases, the cumulative failure results are included in Figure 13.
Only when the cell size became relatively small, we found that the quantitative
results changed slightly. For instance, in a unit cell of size 5 x 6, the central
grain boundary facet cracked at the same time as in the case of Figure 11, but the
second facet microcracked somewhat earlier, at tlt, = 1.00. The reason for this
is that these first microcracks are now close enough to interact with each other,
so as to further enhance the stresses on the remaining facets, leading to a
somewhat faster damage development (cf. Van der Giessen and Tvergaard,
1994a) .
4.3 Effect of Clustering
The next case analyzed is for a unit cell with the same 21 x 22 size as before,
but now containing a row of five grain boundaries having the high nucleation ac-
tivity, Fn = l000Nr, positioned horizontally to the left and to the right of the cen-
tral grain boundary facet. On all other facets the nucleation rate Fn = IOON, and
the initial damage ratio (alb)1 = 0.01. Also the applied stress state is identical to
that for the case shown in Figure 11, E,/E = (2/..J3) x 10-3 and E2/EI = 0.5.
Because of symmetry, again only a quarter of the unit cell is simulated. The ins-
tant of microcracking at the five facets with the higher nucleation activity is
nearly the same. As shown in Figure 14(a), the first microcrack to form in the
quarter cell is at the outer grain boundary at tlt, = 0.45 and the central grain
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boundary facet is the last of the five to fail. It is seen that similar X-shaped stress
zones as found previously are generated subsequently around each of the five
microcracks. Near the intersection of these zones, the stresses on transverse grain
boundaries is elevated, resulting in enhanced cavitation, which is also seen in
Figure 14(a). The next stage shown, Figure 14(b), reveals a substantial shielding
effect. Above the microcracks there is little damage accumulation, while also on
the upper and lower right-hand side corners, damage evolution is somewhat slo-
wer. Note that it is not possible for the central crack to initiate an X-shaped stress
zone all across the cell because of the neighbouring microcracks. The next grain
boundary where cavity coalescence takes place is the left facet in the quarter unit
cell of Figure 14(a) that is slightly cavitated, at tlt, = 0.83, followed by the facet
to the right of it at ~/fr = 0.85. From this situation on, the highest stress are to
the right side of the microcracks making an angle with the 2-direction stress. In
the unit cell two V-shaped zones of higher stress emerge now. Further micro-
cracking now proceeds in much the same way as in the former case, as seen in
Figure 14(c). This figure also shows that where the stress zones of two adjacent
Figure 14. The evolution of the damage parameter a/b within the quarter of a 21 x 22 unit
cell containing five grain boundaries having a higher nucleation activity. (a) t/t~ = 0.50; (b)
tit = 0.60 ; (c~ ut, = 0.96 ; (d) tlt, = 0.97.
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Figure 15. Number of microcracks in time within a quarter of a unit cell containing five grain
boundaries having a higher nucleation activity (see Figure 14).
Figure 16. The evolution of the damage parameter a/b within the quarter of a 21 x 22 unit
cell with two grain boundaries having a higher nucleation activity. (a) t/tr = 0.46; (b)
t/t, = 0.60 ; (c) t/t, = 1.156; (d) t/t, = 1.156.
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unit cells intersect, cavitation is accelerated and microcracks appear there even
though they are not in the direct front of the crack pattern. As a consequence,
load shedding towards the central region of the unit cell takes place, where now
the grain boundary facets that are inclined to the maximum principal stress direc-
tion are cavitating until microcracking also occurs there. The simulation stopped
as all grain facets of the grain in the left-hand bottom corner in Figure 14(d)
failed. A cumulative plot of the number of microcracks versus time is depicted
in Figure 15. The end of the curve is again nearly vertical, but the transition is
much less abrupt than in Figure 13.
The last analysis presented here is for the same size of the unit cell, 21 x 22,
but contains two grain boundaries with the 10 times higher nucleation activity,
F~ = 1000N, . One of the faster nucleating facets is the central grain boundary
and the other is at top righthand side comer of the unit cell. The applied stress
state, material properties and the initial cavitation state on all other facets is the
same as in the previous cases. The development of the damage evolution is nearly
the same as in the unit cell with only one central fast cavitating facet. Here, both
fastly nucleating facets microcrack at ~/fr = 0.46 as can be seen in Figure 16(a).
The accompanying stress redistribution for each of the microcracks, shown in
Figure i6~c), is similar to that in Figure 11(b), but of course now there are two
stress zones. This results in a similar crack pattern [see Figure 16(c) ] . Further
microcracking until failure, depicted in Figure 16(d), took place in a relatively
short period of time of about ~/fr = 0.001.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A Delaunay network model has been presented for the analysis of creep failure
in planar polycrystal models due to the nucleation and growth of grain boundary
cavities. The model is based on a representation of a polycrystal which is dual to
the intuitive Voronoi representation, where Delaunay elements represent indivi-
dual grain boundary facets along with parts of the creeping grains on either side
of the facet. Assuming stress free grain boundary sliding, a polycrystal is essen-
tially modelled as a truss structure, with the Delaunay elements serving as truss
elements with a special nonlinear constitutive behaviour which is governed by
cavitation and creep. The formulation applies to problems which involve brittle
type creep failure.
The network representation allows large polycrystalline aggregates to be ana-
lyzed with rather mild computational requirements. This kind of modelling
seems to be particularly suited to study the development of failure through the
formation of microcracks and the subsequent linking-up of microcracks. Despite
the approximations involved, comparison with full field analyses of milar unit
cell problems (Van der Giessen and Tvergaard, 1994a, 1994b) shows that micro-
crack patterns are predicted with fair agreement. The predicted failure times also
seem to agree reasonably well for applied stress states of low stress triaxiality.
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For increasing triaxiality, the predictions loose their quantitative accuracy due to
the fact that creep of the grains is not represented adequately under such cir-
cumstances.
Illustrative examples of unit cell analyses have demonstrated the continuous
redistribution of grain boundary stresses within the polycrystal due to creep con-
strained cavitation during particularly the early stages of the process and due to
microcrack propagation at later stages. In agreement with experimental observa-
tions, grain boundary facets normal to the maximum principal tensile stress
direction tend to fail first, but the macroscopic crack path in a unit cell does not
necessarily show a tendency to propagate perpendicular to that direction too.
Rather, propagation is seen to take place in all cases shown here along a direction
that is inclined with that direction, similar to what has been found by Van der
Giessen and Tvergaard (1994b). Results for relatively large unit cells show that
the time to failure is considerably larger than the time to form the first micro-
crack, and they also demonstrate the acceleration of creep damage evolution as
soon as a few grain boundary facets in the cell have microcracked.
In this paper, the examples have focused on regular polycrystals with hexagonal
grains and uniform material properties, except for a few individual facets with a
higher nucleation activity which serve as initial imperfections. However, this
Delaunay network modelling seems to be particularly suited to study failure in
polycrystals with more random grain sizes and grain shapes, as well as random
variations of material properties over the grain boundary facets. A more system-
atic study of such aspects will be reported elsewhere. It is also noted that, in prin-
ciple, the network modelling is readily extended to 3-D polycrystals.
It is tempting to relate the Delaunay network modelling of polycrystals here
with the so-called lattice models that have recently found application in different
areas of physics [see, e.g., Herrmann and Roux (1990) for a review]. In particu-
lar, lattice models have been used with remarkable success to model the fracture
behaviour in brittle materials like concrete (e.g. Bazant et al., 1990; Schlangen
and van Mier, 1992), polymers (e.g. Termonia et al., 1990) and other materials
(e.g. Ostoja-Starzewski and Wang, 1989; Duxbury and Kim, 1990). Although the
precise identification of the elements of the networks differs, there are, in gen-
eral, two key differences with the present modelling. First of all, in many applica-
tions of lattice models, there is only a weak relationship between the lattice struc-
ture and the actual microstructure of the material under consideration. In most
cases, a lattice of beam elements is used merely to represent the mechanical re-
sponse of the material, that for all other purposes is regarded as a continuous but
inhomogeneous medium. In the present model, Delaunay elements directly cor-
respond to grain boundary facets which, for the failure mechanism under consid-
eration here, form the relevant microstructure. Hence, failure of a Delaunay ele-
ment represents actual failure sites, while failure of an element in the lattice
modelling in the above references usually cannot be identified with any entity in
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the microstructure. The second difference regards the modelling of the failure
mechanism itself. Most lattice models use simple loading criteria to signal failure
of the lattice beams. Here, however, we intend to follow the entire damage evolu-
tion up to failure by coalescence of voids on the basis of well-identified physically
based models. As a consequence, all parameters in the present network model
have a direct physical interpretation (although some parameters like diffusion
coefficients can only be measured with limited accuracy), whereas the material
parameters governng failure in lattice models often are of a purely phenomeno-
logical nature. Those two reasons give us reason to regard the present network
modelling as quite distinct from most lattice models.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is described, which is used to
determine the boundary displacement increments in accordance with the macro-
scopic stress state.
Figure 17. Quantities used in the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure for the quarter unit cel/.
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The total vector Au of nodal displacement increments can be split up as
where the vector Aulf contains the horizontal nodal displacement increments
(magnitude DUI) along xl = A, and the vector Au,, contains the vertical nodal
displacement increments (magnitude dUll) along x, = B (see also Figure 17).
The vector Av contains all remaining nodal displacement increments. The magni-
tudes A U, and A U,, are unknown, and are to be determined form the conditions
that the corresponding average stresses in x, and x2 directions retain fixed values
E1 and E2, respectively. We shall determine DUI and dUll using a Rayleigh-Ritz
technique combined with the FE program, as proposed by Needleman and Tver-
gaard (1984).
The incremental FE equations are written as KAu = AF-B, where K is the
global stiffness matrix. The vector OFcontains the external load increments, and
vector B contains the equilibrium correction and the contribution DT’S*Ol‘ from
inelastic deformations.
Now, perform three trial solutions:
1. a unit increment A U, along x, = A:
2. a unit increment AU,, along x2 = B:
3. no load increment, only the equilibrium correction and the contribution of the
inelastic deformations DIS* All:
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The final actual solution can then be written as
where 61 » AU,, 62 » AUII, Ô3 * 1. Substituting this into (A.1),
and multiplying by Du ~ ~ gives a system of linear equations for 6,,
::~~i°vr °v ; ,, = AM~)~AK(~,A~ &horbar; AH~)AFando, = = nu j , > 1F. bartial rewritmg of
(A.2) gives
where M1 and AF~ are increments of the total forces F1 and F, in x, and X2 direc-
tion, respectively. The stresses E1 and E2 are constant, so F1 = E1B and
F2 = E2A and the increments are OF, = ElM = E2L1U¡¡ and
OF2 = E2L1A = E2L1U¡. Substitution into (A.5) gives
from which the unknown A U, and A U,, can be solved. With Equation (A.2), the
total displacement vector Au can be determined.
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